THE MUSTARD SEED
Lord of the harvest, send forth laborers!
MARCH 2017

You Can PRAY


Praise - processing
multiple
applications!



Praise - Two
interns headed to
Spain in June!



Mobilization Efforts
March saw us working through application forms, sending out and checking references,
and in general, preparing for an influx of workers! As a result of recent efforts - by our
team and by current and past World Team field workers, we find ourselves processing an
inordinate amount of new applications! This is the most exciting month I’ve enjoyed in this
capacity to date during my time as a mobilizer with World Team! Praise God with me as we
celebrate the surge of interest in cross-cultural ministry! Pray to God with me, as we seek
to evaluate fit, timing, and potential placement for those in process.

Praise - Good rest
over the March

Internship 2017

Break


Pray for wisdom
and attention to
detail as
applications are
processed



Pray for wisdom in
balancing multiple
efforts in
mobilization

This year’s college/university interns head out to Spain! As many of you recall, our family
spent over 9 years in Spain, and as such, continue to rejoice when others serve in the
country we love so dearly!
The Spain Internship 2017 involves two significant events: a one-week prayer conference
and a one-week basketball clinic. During the prayer conference, participant receive insight
into ministry in Spain, the highs and lows, the obstacles and the joys, and are then
encouraged to take all this to the LORD - both immediately and after the conference is
done. At the basketball clinic, interns serve in a variety of capacities, with the aim of
reaching Spanish youth with the Gospel along relational lines.
Pray for our interns, Ben and Spencer, as they interact with our Spain Team members. May
God open their eyes to the “fields that are white unto the harvest!”

Family Update
March Break


Megan and Karen enjoyed extra
time together over the March
break. Although the weather did
not allow for any excursions,
there were plenty of social
engagements!



With March Break behind us,
both Megan and Carly are
focused on finishing the
semester well.



Jacob is looking forward to
Spring!

